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Bristol in pieces

Regulars

In the city
The University in Bristol

Robogals is an international, student-run organisation that aims to encourage schoolgirls to pursue an interest in engineering, science and technology, and ultimately to increase female enrolment in such courses at university. The Bristol chapter made its debut at the University’s Changing Perspectives event in 2011.

Under the scheme, trained student volunteers – female and male – visit local primary schools to run robotics workshops for girls, using LEGO’s Mindstorms NXT package to explain the basics of engineering, robotics and programming. Volunteers also act as mentors for teams in school robotics competitions.

“Most recently we’ve been running weekly sessions with pupils at Cabot Primary School in St Paul’s,” says Emma Crichton, an MEng student in Civil Engineering and President of Robogals Bristol. “We’ve been giving interactive presentations on all kinds of topics, and running workshops involving LEGO robotics, house design, and house building with the highly scientific tools of spaghetti and jelly babies.”

Robogals will also be present at Discover Bristol, Cabot Circus (8-10 March).
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The plug
New books

Traces of the Holocaust: Journeying In and Out of the Ghettos
by Tim Cole (Continuum)

This study by Dr Tim Cole, Senior Lecturer in Social History, uses multiple perspectives and material traces to tell stories of journeys into and out of Hungarian ghettos. The dimensions of the Holocaust are revealed in these accounts of the perpetrators who oversaw ghettoisation and deportation, the bystanders who witnessed and aided these journeys, and the victims who undertook them. The stories also point to the visibility of these events within ordinary spaces in the city and the gendering of the Holocaust in Hungary.

Ovid in the Middle Ages
edited by James Clark, Frank Coulson and Kathryn McKinley (Cambridge University Press)

The work of the Roman poet Ovid has influenced writers from Dante and Shakespeare to James Joyce and Bob Dylan. This new collection of essays, co-edited by James Clark (BA 1993), Professor of History, examines the enthusiasm for Ovid in the Middle Ages. Topics include manuscript and textual transmission, translation, adaptation and imitation, as well as cultural contexts such as schools (monastic and secular), courts and literate households.
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Rosebud

Everyday objects with a special meaning

Professor Jeremy O’Brien.
Centre for Quantum Photonics

Science has always been a hands-on matter for me. When I was a kid, my Dad’s Erinmore Flake tobacco tins featured heavily in a lot of our experiments. I once spent a weekend scraping sulphur off hundreds of match-heads, then compressing it all into an empty bullet casing. Dad, being a bit of a pyromaniac, decided it was safer if he launched it. So he made a launchpad out of a tobacco tin lid and heated the bullet with a match. And it exploded, as you’d expect, and was gone, never to be seen again.

In pictures

Snapshots

Life and work at Bristol
Clockwise from left.

PAINT-MARKED NEST SCOUTS // Bees shed light on human decision-making.
bristol.ac.uk/news/2011/8105.html

570-MILLION-YEAR-OLD FOSSIL // Evidence of single-cell ancestors.
bristol.ac.uk/news/2011/8126.html

GOLD OF ANCIENT PANAMA // One of 250 objects featured in new book on pre-Columbian goldwork of Panama.
bristol.ac.uk/news/2011/8013.html

CHILEAN PORTRAIT // Winning entry in SML Photographic Prize 2010-11.
bristol.ac.uk/sml/undergraduates/stuinfo/galleryya1011

GOING GOING GONE // University’s life-size gorilla.
bristol.ac.uk/news/2011/7948.html
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In the fast-evolving world of medical sciences, developing innovative teaching tools has never been more important. Thanks to schemes created by the Applied and Integrated Medical Sciences Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning, Bristol is leading the way.

Meeting Stan D Ardman for the first time is a slightly unsettling experience. He doesn’t move much, though his eyes blink from time to time. He breathes fairly normally—something you can feel if you put your hand in front of his perpetually smiling mouth. He has a pulse, his pupils dilate, and he knows how to make a nice cup of tea.

Okay, so he doesn’t know how to make tea, but everything else is true. Stan (pictured) is an astonishingly capable full-sized manikin designed to simulate a wide range of physiological functions. His responses are controlled by a powerful computer, which also monitors his heart rate, blood pressure, and other vital signs. All of these can be viewed on an ER-style console in real time, giving students a close approximation to a real-life situation.

Animating Ardman
Stan spends his time in the School of Medical Sciences, where he’s used to teach a wide range of students about physiological and pharmacological principles, using scenarios custom-written by teaching staff at Bristol. His body also responds to a range of drugs in just the same way a real patient would, giving medical students the opportunity to take the lead in diagnosing symptoms and providing treatment. Unlike real patients and student volunteers in practical classes, Stan doesn’t object to catheters being inserted into his heart or his oxygen supply being cut off.

These capabilities make Stan invaluable for showing students what normal body function looks like, as well as simulating real-life diagnosis and treatment. “By using Stan as your model subject, you can do all sorts of things that you can’t do to a real person,” says Professor Judy Harris from the School of Physiology and Pharmacology. “If medical students do something wrong when they ‘treat’ Stan, the teacher can just turn the clock back by 15 minutes and explain why.”

Stan is just one of several projects funded by the Centre for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) for Applied and Integrated Medical Sciences (AIMS). The CETL grew out of the need to ensure that Bristol’s world-class research reputation was matched by first-rate teaching and learning.

As Harris says, “Bristol already had very high-quality teaching, but we had the potential to develop really innovative teaching. We also had talented people willing and able to commit to new projects, so we were invited to bid for funding. It was a huge amount of work!”
That work paid off in 2005, when the University’s strength in teaching medical sciences was recognised with a grant of £5 million from the Higher Education Funding Council for England. The resultant AIMS CETL (initially co-directed by Harris and Dr Richard Greene until the latter’s departure in 2008) has since funded a whole range of projects, from Stan to virtual microscopes, to roving labs on wheels, to full-scale anatomy suites.

Keeping it real

Despite the cleverness of Stan’s virtual body, the need for medical students to gain experience of working on real human tissue remains. The Clinical Anatomy Suite (CAS), designed by Greene and based in the University’s Centre for Clinical and Comparative Anatomie, provides first-class facilities for working on bodies generously donated for medical teaching and research.

Derek Telling chairs the group overseeing the development of the suite: ‘We built it for undergraduates and postgraduates, based on courses we’d been running for some time,’ he says. ‘But then a change in the law allowed us to use whole-body human donors for surgical training, so consultants can now use our facilities to train young people in surgery – including completely new techniques. We were also one of the first to develop a system for making extensive use of fresh rather than embalmed material, giving greater flexibility and colour.’

The week the CAS has since encompassed both professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world. The proximity of teaching, professional development and research, and has drawn attention from across the world.

WE HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO DEVELOP REALLY INNOVATIVE TEACHING

Using a virtual microscope has many advantages over the mechanical version. The same image can be used by an entire class, which ensures that each person is working from the same source and that assessments based on the images are consistent. Overlaid notes can point out areas of particular interest on the slide, and the software can generate revision quizzes using the image data, providing students with feedback on their level of understanding. As Harris says, ‘Looking down a microscope can be quite a lonely occupation, but the virtual equivalent allows groups to gather round and discuss the image. The result is a more stimulating and useful experience for both students and teachers.’

Similar functionality is provided by the eBiolabs suite of laboratory tools. This software originated in the School of Biochemistry to improve the quality of students’ lab work. Dr Gus Cameron, the project’s director, explains: ‘We weren’t happy with the way that the students were getting to grips with practical laboratory teaching. As research scientists, the hands-on stuff is what we’re really passionate about.’

eBiolabs simulates a whole range of laboratory tasks, letting users get the hang of expensive and complicated equipment without the risk of causing damage or wasting valuable preparation time. Through high-quality animations, step-by-step tutorials and online assessment exercises, students learn how to get the best out of the equipment available to them. As well as proving more convenient than the old paper-based lab manuals, eBiolabs has changed attitudes to practical work. ‘Students now associate words like “stimulating” and “interesting” with practicals, rather than “boring” and “repetitive”,’ says Cameron. ‘They now value the practicals far, far more than they ever did before.’

Since work began on the eBiolabs tools four years ago, the capability of the suite has expanded rapidly. The software now includes revision exercises for students, tracking of assessments, space to upload data, and tools for manipulating statistics. New functions are being added all the time, and the tools have been adapted for use in other related subjects, such as physiology, pharmacology and pre-clinical medicine. In the four years since its creation, eBiolabs has evolved from an online replacement for lab manuals to a fully integrated tool for teaching, assessment and tracking achievement.

In popularity with students is such that one claimed to spend more time using it than anything else online except Facebook. Staff have also taken advantage of the opportunities on offer: ‘We have revolutionised how students relate to practicals, and that has changed how staff relate to them as well,’ says Cameron. ‘Staff are having a much higher level conversation with students; instead of “No, you press this button, or that button”, it’s “Look at this, now let’s interpret the data”.’

Out and about

The final element in the AIMS CETL’s range of schemes is slightly different, in that it’s not aimed primarily at either undergraduates or medical professionals. The Mobile Teaching Unit (MTU) is an HGV-sized lorry that expands when parked to create a teaching space capable of accommodating 20 people. The MTU is kitted out with computers and monitoring equipment, enabling participants to record their blood pressure, take an electrocardiogram reading, or measure their lung capacity. Practical demonstrations can be performed in the MTU’s dedicated laboratory facilities, supplemented by the audio-visual displays.

The teaching staff on board the MTU have to be very flexible, coping with young schoolchildren, sixth-form students and adult members of the public. The content of the training programmes has been designed to complement the school human biology curriculum, allowing pupils to take advantage of equipment normally only available to undergraduates.

The MTU is a unique tool for the promotion of public understanding of science, but it’s also a great advertisement for the University, which is especially important given the current emphasis on widening participation. The MTU’s helping tremendously in terms of promoting higher education and encouraging people who might not otherwise have thought going on to do a degree,’ says Harris. ‘If they didn’t know much about university or they found it a bit daunting, then the MTU and the staff who teach in it can help change those perceptions.’

Together, the projects funded by the AIMS CETL grant have transformed the tools available for teaching in the medical sciences. All five schemes continue to develop, and there’s plenty of potential to make them even more useful in the future. As Harris says, ‘Medical science is a practical subject, and it’s really important for students to get in there and do hands-on work. The facilities that we now have for students to do that in Bristol are absolutely second to none.’

bristol.ac.uk/cetl/aims

Aiming for excellence
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From Bristol to London
Freya Sterling interviews Maxine Room (BEd 1979, MEd 1993), Principal and Chief Executive of Lewisham College, London

My mother encouraged a positive approach to learning. She believed that we could overcome any barriers. She made me believe that anybody could achieve what they wanted to in life, regardless of race, gender or disability.

Originally, I trained as a teacher and loved it. I taught vocational courses, GCSEs and A levels in a range of subjects such as social sciences, childcare, health and social care. My desire for inclusivity was sparked while I served as a senior manager in the FE sector in the UK. The fact that there are remarkably few black and minority ethnic (BAME) senior managers in the FE sector indicates that there are underlying factors still to be addressed.

For as long as I’ve been a principal, I’ve been a mentor. I believe that, as a sector, we have the responsibility to bring on the next generation of leaders and managers. Initially, I began mentoring as part of the Network for Black Professionals and the Black Leadership Initiative working with BAME managers and senior managers in FE colleges.

As a trustee of the Helena Kennedy Foundation, we also strive to overcome social injustice by providing financial bursaries, mentoring and support to disadvantaged students from further and adult education sectors. We ensure that all those who want access to education can get it, for the purpose of sustainable employment and not just education for education’s sake. This is something which is also inextricably linked with our vision at Lewisham College.

Lewisham College is a member of the 157 Group of high-performing colleges, and has a population of 16,000 students and growing. This is my third principal/CEO role and despite the ever-changing financial climate, my focus is on growing our vision of creating successful futures and working in partnership with other colleges.

By working together in FE education, we’ll be able to become more effective and efficient. We will be able to offer better choices in the curriculum, and ensure links with employers and solid progression routes for our students. The modules I did at Bristol helped to frame my thinking to this day, in terms of self-development and equality, and laid the foundation that has helped me to become the manager I am today.

Anybody can achieve what they want in life regardless of race, gender or disability.

The light fantastic
Nobody knows what the quantum world looks like. But scientists and artists can’t help wanting to picture it. Dr David Glowacki has pioneered a more imaginative approach than most, with help from a programmer, a choreographer, a musician, and an assortment of other artists and academics.

BY Nick Riddle

In a large, darkened room, people are moving their arms around slowly above their heads and watching their own silhouettes interact with brightly-hued, protean shapes on a giant screen. It looks a little like a 21st-century séance … but it ain’t. It’s a mixture of quantum physics, classical physics, art, computer code and human beings. And it’s called DanceRoom Spectroscopy.

The DanceRoom part is probably self-explanatory. Spectroscopy might be another matter.

Spectroscopy is the use of light to obtain information about matter, says Dr David Glowacki, a chemical physicist (among other things, but we’ll come to that), and the brains behind this striking science/art hybrid. If a spectrometer sounds like a niche item of equipment, think again: most of us have two of them. ‘Our eyes are actually little spectrometers,’ says Glowacki. ‘But eyes have limitations: they can only resolve change that happens on relatively slow timescales, and there’s a lot they can’t see.’ Different kinds of light, for example, or the microscopic and nanoscale world.

Scientists have a similar problem, he explains: ‘We’re always imagining what the microscopic world looks like. We’re a little obsessed with fictitious representations, in fact—balls and sticks, blobs, terraces, cavities, ribbons, sheets. The truth is, we don’t know exactly how it looks, but we make pictures anyway.’

Putting on a show
DanceRoom Spectroscopy is a new attempt to visualise the atomic world, but with a difference: it puts us into the picture. ‘A suspended 3D imaging camera captures the movements of people below; that motion is fed into a laptop and translated (via software) into energy fields, which in turn warp the particle dynamics of a simulated nano-world. It’s similar to the effect of a pebble dropped into a pool, only the pebbles get to watch themselves, and the complex ripples they create, on a projection screen.

It’s an experience for the ears as well as the eyes: the human interactions with these simulated particle fields are mapped onto musical scales to generate a soundtrack of tones, melodies and rhythms. And that, it turns out, was the starting point for Glowacki.

‘It came out of a conversation in the pub with a musician friend of mine, Lee Malcolm,’ he explains. ‘I was getting frustrated with the music-generated-by-motion idea, which has
For the average person, giving equal attention to such a panoply ofSpread of interests would be as challenging as trying to visualise the quantum world. To Glowacki, it’s second nature. ‘At heart I’m a scientist, in the sense that I’m systematic in my approach to knowledge,’ he says. ‘But I think I’ll always maintain a range of specialisations; I don’t have the makeup for being a superficial. But like most things, the more you time to get properly stuck in – you can’t be...

Glowacki’s work shows how an imaginative approach to science and art can appeal to both the scientist and the lay person. Watching people interact with the virtual particles is itself a lesson in human behaviour... Glowacki has seen a kind of accelerated human evolution, as individuals move from solitary, tentative interaction to choreographing their movements with strangers in order to create more dynamic patterns. We had a group of school kids trying it, and everyone wanted to keep their particles to themselves, he says. ‘The sound stopped, and nothing much happened on the screen until they started sharing and collaborating.’

Wider audiences will get the chance to try collaborating as Glowacki is taking Dance room Spectroscopy to the 2012 SXSW festival in Texas, along with plans to put Danceroom Spectroscopy to the 2012 SXSW festival in Texas, along with plans to put...
Some of the hardest mathematical problems known to man are helping to keep our modern transactions secure. Professor Nigel Smart and Dr Elisabeth Oswald in the Department of Computer Science shine a light on the mysterious world of pure mathematics, and the cryptography that it makes possible.

Hard numbers
Some 70 years later, many of the systems we take for granted rely on pure mathematics – and especially of number theory, which has no application. And he foresaw a future for number theory as art, not just for calculation.

If you want to do anything online – shopping, banking, or just emailing – you have to get reassurance that you're talking to Amazon, or your bank, or whoever,' says Dr Elisabeth Oswald, Senior Lecturer in Cryptography. "You can transmit public numbers and messages without meeting, someone would have to transport a key physically from point A to point B,' says Smart. 'For secure communication, we need a secure channel, not a key exchange; this is the problem of cryptography."

Mathematics is not only beautiful art, but is at its best when it has no application. And he foresaw a future for number theory as art, not just for calculation.

"The harder they come"

The harder they come, says Smart. "For most of us, science, difficult maths would present an obstacle: 'For us, the hard mathematical problems are what make cryptography work,' says Smart. ‘If you can crack our systems, you can do something that mathematics thinks is impossible."

"If you can break our systems, you can do something that mathematics thinks is impossible."

"If you can break our systems, you can do something that mathematics thinks is impossible."
The UK’s provincial museums hold a wealth of artefacts from the death rites of the Ancient Egyptians. Exactly how many? Nobody knows. Dr Aidan Dodson – Egyptologist, civil servant and lecturer – is on a mission to find out.

Plenty of eight-year-old boys have a morbid interest in skeletons and the grisly paraphernalia of death rituals. For Dr Aidan Dodson, Senior Research Fellow in the Department of Archaeology and Anthropology, that curiosity took hold, to the point where he is now a recognised expert in the archaeology of death – especially in Ancient Egypt.

He was, therefore, a natural choice when the National Museums of Scotland were seeking help with cataloguing all the Egyptian coffins held in their collections. ‘Once we’d worked out a modus operandi for that, it made sense to extend the project,’ he says. ‘Britain’s provincial museums have a lot of very interesting material that’s never been properly documented, particularly where coffins are concerned.’

Rabbit holes

The presence of so many Egyptian coffins in museums all over the country has a lot to do with Britain’s imperial past, when the well-to-do would embark on Grand Tours and return with trinkets large and small. ‘Most were acquired in the 19th or early 20th centuries,’ says Dodson. ‘It sometimes takes a bit of sleuthing to work out how they came to be where they are.’

He gives the example of a pair of coffins now in Plymouth’s City Museum, which were originally in Bristol: ‘They seem to have been taken home by the Bristol curator in the mid-19th century because there wasn’t enough room in the museum. After he died, his family thought they belonged to him, and tried to loan them to Bristol.’ The Bristol Museum, who didn’t realise that they already owned them, still hadn’t the space, hence their arrival in Plymouth.

‘There’s a much bigger social history aspect to all this,’ says Dodson. ‘It’s all tied up with the big old houses of Bristol and elsewhere. My main focus is still the coffins, but they take me down some interesting rabbit holes. There are all sorts of stories that one can dig up – literally, in some cases – to go with them.’

Fit for a king

Dodson’s Grand Tour of British museums is also unearthing some unexpected finds. In 2011, he arrived at Torquay Museum to find a particularly striking coffin.

‘I realised immediately that it was something special,’ he says. ‘It’s cut from a single log of cedar wood and is exquisitely carved, inlaid and painted.’ Since its donation in 1956 (by the daughter of sewing machine heir Paris Singer), the museum had suspected that the coffin had not originally been made for its present mummified occupant, a young boy. Dodson established that the coffin was indeed much older than the mummy – by nearly 1,000 years, dating from the 18th Dynasty, between 1525 and 1470 BC.

What’s more, says Dodson, its sheer quality suggests that it may have been made for royalty, or at least for the son of a very senior official. His discovery made headlines in the British press, and the possibly-royal coffin and its mummy – named ‘Psamtek’ by its current custodians – is now the centrepiece of the Torquay Museum’s Egyptian gallery.

Eastward glances

Ancient Egypt has been part of the Western consciousness since at least the early 19th century, when the deciphering of the Rosetta Stone opened up Ancient Egyptian texts for the first time. The Victorian craze for things Egyptian influenced the architectural styles of the day, resulting in scores of buildings bearing the signature of an ancient world. One doesn’t have to leave Bristol to see one, says Dodson: ‘Brunel’s original design for the Clifton Suspension Bridge includes an Ancient Egyptian theme.’
Bridge had sphinxes, winged sun discs, and all sorts of ornamentation on the towers. That got scaled down when they ran out of money, but the shapes of the towers and their cornices come directly from the style of an Egyptian temple.

Beyond the surface glamour of gold coffins and exotic monarchy lies a complex civilisation that lasted over three millennia. No wonder that Dodson has seen people come to it with a casual interest and begin to take it far more seriously. There are people who have been on tours I’ve led in Egypt, and have then signed up for evening classes and joined professional societies, he says. ‘Someone who did an evening class with me 15 years ago is now just finishing his PhD in Egyptology.’

Dodson has also been reflecting on his own progress, having recently been elected Chairman of the Trustees of the Egypt Exploration Society, the main British academic body for archaeological fieldwork in Egypt. ‘I joined it when I was a schoolboy, so it’s a strange sensation to recall looking at the extremely important names on the committee back then, and 35 years later there’s me on the list.’

At the other end of the spectrum, Dodson sometimes gives talks in schools.

BEYOND THE SURFACE GLAMOUR LIES A COMPLEX CIVILISATION

(I normally explain how the Egyptians took the brain out through the nose – that’s always a popular one!), and media work that began with an appearance on Channel 4’s The Big Breakfast. ‘I had to demonstrate how to do mumification using a leg of lamb,’ he recalls. ‘I only had about three minutes to do the whole thing, but I’m told I did reasonably well’

A servant of two masters

It’s fitting that an ancient civilisation with such a highly developed bureaucracy has Dodson as one of its scholars; besides having held a part-time post at Bristol for the past 15 years, he has also spent a parallel quarter-century in the Civil Service.

It’s a situation that suits him well: ‘If I get fed up with one, I can switch to the other, and doing some research after work actually relaxes you. He also ascribes his high productivity – 15 books and some 200 papers and articles over two decades – to being a part-time academic. ‘I’ve met quite a few people who burned themselves out,’ he says. ‘One of them chuckled in her PhD about a week before submission, because it had all got too much and she’d lost her love of the subject. She went off to be a tax inspector.’

Dodson tactfully provides his students with a reality check: ‘Tell them that the chances of getting a job in Egyptology are extremely small,’ he says. ‘But a lot of us do it on a part-time basis, and we’re still able to leave our mark.’ That’s a message for students in any subject, he thinks: ‘You’ve got all this knowledge of something, and you’re really enthusiastic; just because you can’t become a full-time professional academic, that doesn’t mean you can’t carry on making a contribution.’

Growing pains

Two recent studies by researchers in the Centre for Family Policy and Child Welfare are examining the incidence and impact of teenage partner violence in Britain. NSPCC senior research fellow, Christine Barter, led the landmark reports, which have set alarm bells ringing among policymakers and practitioners.

Case in point

Translators from the inner coffin of Tairy, part of the Plymouth Museum’s collections

Owner Tairy

Title Lady of the House

Father Butcher of Pharaon, Ashery

Mother Lady of the House, Demetibaster

‘I’ve never shouted rape or anything but it’s not like I’ve given consent. In certain situations it has been pushed on me and it was really horrible. It was aggressive.’

Emma is relating her experiences of being forced by a boyfriend to have sex. ‘Quite a few times’ when she was 13. She is one of more than half the girls interviewed for a 2011 study of violence in the intimate relationships of disadvantaged teenagers to have reported sexual, physical or emotional partner abuse before the age of 18.

The research follows a pioneering study in 2009 on violence in relationships among teenagers in mainstream education. While the 2011 research suggests that children who have been excluded from school are more likely to experience partner violence than their counterparts in education, a third of girls in the earlier study suffered unwanted sexual acts while a quarter had been slapped, punched or beaten by their boyfriends.

Wake-up call

The studies’ lead author, Christine Barter (pictured), isn’t easily shocked. During her 20-year research career she has explored such issues as institutional child abuse, young people’s experiences of racism, and peer violence in residential children’s homes. The latter was the catalyst for the schools study when participants stayed from the original study remit to talk about violence by boyfriends – a previously under-researched topic in the UK.

But she was appalled by the prevalence of the violence in both studies and by the level of acceptance of abuse, particularly in the 2011 research. Violence appeared to be an everyday occurrence, and many girls saw it as normal – albeit unwanted – behaviour, she says.

VIOLENCE APPEARED TO BE AN EVERYDAY OCCURRENCE

Other findings took her and her co-researchers by surprise. ‘In both studies we found that partner violence was as common among 13-year-olds as among older participants,’ Barter explains. ‘Some girls even talked about being abused by their boyfriends at age 11 and 12.’

Controlling behaviour among all participants was more widespread than the researchers had expected, with young people using mobile phones and other new technologies to...
keeps tabs on their partners. ‘Girls in particular felt under pressure to text their boyfriends to tell them what they were doing, or to take photos of themselves to prove their whereabouts,’ says Barter. They struggled to distinguish between concern and control, and put up with unwanted demands because they felt scared, or feared they would lose their boyfriend, while boys were more likely to challenge their partner’s behaviour.

Out in the open

The school study attracted the attention of government, and formed part of an independent report into the sexualisation of young people. In the wake of the review, the Home Office launched a £2-million advertising campaign to raise awareness of violence in teenage relationships. Barter’s team was heavily involved in the campaign, advising on the storyboards for online films to accompany TV and radio adverts, and on content for posters (above right). The campaign website, ‘This is Abuse’, has been particularly well received by young people, and includes online polls, FAQs, videos showing violent scenarios from both boys’ and girls’ perspectives, and information about where to get help.

The campaign has been reviewed in light of the 2011 study, a fact that Barter sees as endorsement of robust research that incorporates relevant statistical information as well as – crucially – the views of the participants themselves. ‘It’s not often that you see such direct effects of your research on policy, and one of the things that gave this work such impact was giving young people a voice,’ she says.

Barrter’s relationship with the NSPCC is central to this work. Having a continued link with a charity dedicated to child welfare, she says, keeps her grounded: ‘It’s all about listening to what young people have to say and transferring those messages into policy and practice.’

The research has many implications for child welfare interventions; participants rarely reported their experiences to professionals, for example, so there is a need for practitioners to include an assessment of partner violence in work with young people. It also indicates that for some teenagers becoming pregnant is not a personal choice or an irresponsible “accident” but something over which they have little control. In the future, Barter hopes to explore more fully the role that sexual and physical violence or coercion plays in teenage pregnancy.

Main findings
• A quarter of girls and 18% of boys reported physical partner violence
• Nearly three-quarters of girls and half of boys reported emotional partner violence
• One in three girls and 16% of boys reported sexual partner violence
• Most girls but very few boys reported that the violence had a negative impact on their welfare

Funders NSPCC and the Big Lottery Fund
Summary www.nspcc.org.uk/inform

2009 study
Partner exploitation and violence in teenage intimate relationships
by Christine Barter, Melanie McCarry (PhD 1981), David Bertridge (PhD 1981) and Kathy Evans

Methodology
Survey of 1,353 young people between 13 and 17 from eight schools in England, Scotland and Wales; 91 in-depth interviews with 62 girls and 29 boys. ‘We asked whole classes to take part in the survey, and interviewed those who were most engaged with it, as well as some of their peers. Many female interviewees reported feeling uncomfortable with controlling aspects of their partner’s behaviour. For those with no issues, the main protective factor was having a focus other than boyfriends.’

Main findings
• Over half the girls and a quarter of boys reported physical partner violence
• Two-thirds of girls and a third of boys reported emotional partner violence
• Half the girls and a small minority of boys reported sexual partner violence
• Most girls said their experiences had a negative effect on their wellbeing, while most boys were unaffected

Funders NSPCC
Summary www.nspcc.org.uk/inform

2011 study
Standing on my own two feet
by Marsha Wood, Christine Barter and David Bertridge (PhD 1981)

Methodology
Semi-structured interviews with 44 boys and 38 girls between 13 and 18 years old via a range of agencies and organisations working with disadvantaged young people in south-west England. The research does not claim to be representative of the UK population, but suggests that levels of violence may be higher than previously assumed. ‘Having a good rapport with interviewees is important. Wherever possible, Marsha Wood, who undertook most of the fieldwork, spent time getting to know the participants and gaining their trust.’

Main findings
• Most girls but very few boys reported that the violence had a negative impact on their wellbeing, while most boys were unaffected
• Half the girls and a quarter of boys reported physical partner violence
• Two-thirds of girls and a third of boys reported emotional partner violence
• Half the girls and a small minority of boys reported sexual partner violence
• Most girls said their experiences had a negative effect on their wellbeing, while most boys were unaffected

Funders NSPCC
Summary www.nspcc.org.uk/inform

Dr Chrissy Hammond, Research Fellow in the School of Biochemistry, was one of the winners in the University’s 2011 Art of Science competition with ‘Finesse’, an image of a zebrafish pectoral fin.

My research focuses on osteoarthritis, in particular on the genes that maintain cartilage condition – for example, stopping cartilage becoming mineralised like bone. I use zebrafish as a model system, partly because they lay large numbers of eggs that develop into translucent larvae, complete with muscles and head skeleton, about four days after fertilisation. Their translucency allows us to create detailed images of the cells in the cartilage, bone and muscle, which can be beautiful as well as informative. In this instance, I was looking at collagen made by cartilage cells in the joints of the jaw when I noticed a stunning array of cartilage fibrils (stained red) in the fish fin. These extend out from the body of the fin (where the numerous cell nuclei are stained blue). Some cells (stained green) are programmed to become bone and cartilage cells. The arrangement is reminiscent of the patterns on peacock feathers.

The Art of Science is a creative arts competition for research scientists in the Faculty of Medical and Veterinary Sciences. Winning entries are displayed in the At-Bristol cafe until further notice. bristol.ac.uk/news/artofscience

In pictures

Dr Chrissy Hammond, Research Fellow in the School of Biochemistry, was one of the winners in the University’s 2011 Art of Science competition with ‘Finesse’, an image of a zebrafish pectoral fin.